**ER Nonfiction**

Totally Wacky Roadside Attractions  
by Pamela Chanko  
ER 917.3 CHA  
Visit the world’s largest pistachio, Lucy the Elephant and more.  
(620L, M)

**J Nonfiction**

Not So Different: What You Really Want to Ask about Having a Disability  
by Shane Burcaw  
J 362.43092 BUR  
Shane Burcaw answers the most common questions about his wheelchair and spinal muscular atrophy, describing how he works through his physical challenges so that he can fully enjoy the activities he loves. (No reading level information available)

Moto And Me: My Year As a Wildcat’s Foster Mom  
by Suzi Eszterhas  
J 599.752 ESZ  
Traces the story of a wildlife photographer who cared for an orphaned serval wildcat, describing how she helped him survive and learn to hunt for six months before he was able to return to the wild. (860L)

**Second Grade Suggested Reading**

*Titles may be available in other formats such as audiobooks or downloadable eBooks. Please check our website for more information.*

*What is the information in parentheses at the end of each description?*

*A number followed by L is a Lexile number (example: 500L).*

*If you see a letter by itself in parentheses, or a letter after the Lexile number, this is a Guided Reading Level.*
ER Beginning Readers

Don’t Throw It to Mo!
by David A. Adler
ER ADLER D
Accepted by his football teammates despite being their youngest member, little Mo is teased by a rival team until his coach devises a plan to use his smaller size to enable a big win. (470L, I)

Rafi and Rosi: Carnival!
by Lulu Delacre
ER DELACRE L
A tree frog and his little sister participate in Puerto Rico’s Carnival season. Part of a series. Also in Spanish (570L, K)

Ling & Ting: Not Exactly the Same!
by Grace Lin
ER LIN G
Ling and Ting are identical twins that people think are exactly the same, but time and again they prove to be different. First in a series (390L, K)

Backyard Camp-out
by Jerdine Nolen
ER NOLEN J
Twins Jada and Jamal are camping out with their friends Carlita and Josh—but first, the search is on for a missing cat! (L)

Good Night, Planet: A Toon Book
by Liniers
ERGRAPHIC TOON
One night after playing with a little girl, stuffed animal Planet befriends a dog, gobbles a cookie and takes a leap into the unknown. Also in Spanish (290L, K)

Written and Drawn by Henrietta: A TOON book
by Liniers
ERGRAPHIC TOON
When Henrietta’s mother gives her a box of colored pencils, she sets out to draw a terrifying and fantastic adventure. Also in Spanish (290L, N)

ER Nonfiction

How To Be a WWE Superstar
by Steve Pantaleo
ER 796.812 PAN
Describes the WWE, its rules, and its stars (No reading level information available)

ER Picture Books

Yaks Yak: Animal Word Pairs
by Linda Sue Park
E PARK L
A sequence of funny animals act out verbs made from their names, from hogging hogs to slugging slugs. (No reading level information available)

Charlie & Mouse
by Laurel Snyder
E SNYDER
Two inventive young brothers share a series of wacky adventures involving conversations with lumps, a neighborhood party, a rock-selling venture and the creation of the “bedtime banana.” First in a series. (420L)

Ling & Ting: Animal Word Pairs
by Grace Lin
ER LIN G
Ling and Ting are identical twins that people think are exactly the same, but time and again they prove to be different. First in a series (390L, K)

ER Nonfiction

Rise of the Balloon Goons
by Troy Cummings
JF CUMMINGS
Discovering an old notebook after moving to a new hometown, Alexander reads top-secret information about monsters while tackling a wacky band of arm-waving, balloon-wielding brutes. First in a series (490L, N).

Eva’s Treetop Festival
by Rebecca Elliott
JF ELLIOTT
Volunteering to organize a school festival, Eva Wingdale is rapidly overwhelmed by the event’s many details and considers asking a less-than-trustworthy frenemy, Sue, for help. First in a series. Also in Spanish (M)

The Haunted House Next Door
by Andres Miedoso
JF MIEDOSO
Desmond Cole runs his own ghost-hunting service, assisted by his sidekick best friend, Andres. First in a series (No reading level information available)